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NEWs and works IN PROGRESS
Doubleday's New Blake Facsimile, York University's Videotape of America, Blake at the Thomas Gray Conference, British Blake News, More British Blake Notes, Publications Received: The Golden Chain and Golgonooza Organ #1, Copy C of The Book of Urizen at Sotheby's, Pierre Boutang's William Blake, Works in Progress, The Checklist of Recent Blake Scholarship: Additions and Corrections

NOTES
Robert Essick, The Blakes at UCLA
Morton D. Paley, Blakes at Buffalo

REVIEWS
Irene Chayes, on Blake's Visionary Universe by John Beer
Morris Eaves, on the recording of Blake's Songs by Allen Ginsberg

COMMENTARY
Allen Ginsberg, To Young or Old Listeners: Setting Blake's Songs to Music, and a Commentary on the Songs

DISCUSSION
John Beer, A Reply to John Grant

MINUTE PARTICULARS
Janet Warner, James Vine
G. E. Bentley, Jr., An Apocryphal Blake Engraving: The Minor's Pocket Book (1814)
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